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ABSTRACT

In this papcr, the tlotion of 8-semicontinuous functions is intlr:duced. Basic
properties of 6-semicontinuous functions are investigated. The ciass of 6-
semicontinuous fuirctions is a rveaker form of the classes of perfectly continuous
functions, clopen maps, Z-supercontinuous functions, Dr-supercontinuous
functions, supercontinuous functions.
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l. I),ITRODUCTION{

General topologists have introduced and investigated many different types

'ccntinuous functions. Sorne of thern are strong continuity [6], perfect continuity
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[11], clopen maps [13], compiete continuity [i], Z-supercontinuity [4], Du-

supercontinulty [5], strong 0-continuity [8] and supercontinulty t101.

tn 1968, Velieko [ 5] introduced 6-open sets and in 1997 , Park et.al., Il 2]

introduced a new notion called 6-semiopen sets which are weaker than 6-open

sets.

The aim of this paper is to introduce a new class of continuity called ti-

semicontinuity which include strong-continuity, perfect - continuity, clopen maps,

comp lete continuity, Z -sup ercontinuity, D 
u- 

sup erc ontinuitl stlong -0 -c ontinuity

and supercontinuity. Moreover, basic properlies of this ner,v class of functions

are investigated.

Firstly, in section 3, basic properties of 8-semicontinuous functions are

investigated, then the relationships among 8-semicontinuitV, connectedness,

compactness are discussed in section 4 and finally, graphs and separation aaioms

are investigated in section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES :

In this paper, spaces X and I mean top ological spaces on which no sepatt' on

axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. Let Abe a subset of a space X. For

a subset / of X, CI(A) and Int(A) represent the closure of A arrd the interior of .4,

respectively.

A subset A of a space X is said to be regular open (respectively regular

closed) if A: Int(Cl(A)) (respectively A = Cl(Int (A))) t14).

The 8-interior [15] of a subset,4 ofXis the union of a1l regular open sets

of Xcontainedir'A is denoted by 6-Int(A). A subset,4 is called 6-open [15] if
A= 6 -Int (A), i.e., a set is &open if it is the union of regular open sets.

The complement of d-open set is called d-closed. Alternatively, a set,4 of
(X,c) is ca11ed 6-closed [15] if A : 6-Cl(A), where 6-Cl(A) = {xeX: Ar-t

Int(Cl(U))*Q,Uec and xe U\.
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A snb"qetsof atopologicai space xis s;, jd to be E-semiopen [12j if].5,ccl(a
inr(S)) The complenrent of a 6-semiopen sirt is called a E-scmiclcsed set [12].

The union {r'esp. irrtcsection) nf all E-scmiopen (resp" 6-semicigsed) sets,
each contained in iresp. containing) a -set .! in a topological space Xis calied the
B-semiinterior (resp. 8-semiclosure) of ,!'and it is denoted by 6-slnt(s) (resp.
6-.sci(s)) [121

Fcr any subsei 5 of a roi:ologicai space{ X\\-sCl($: &sInt(X,,K) }Zl.
The iamiiv t,ti';ii clsemiopen sets of Xcontaining a point re,Kis denoted

'b'd.9o(&.r'i.']'he 
firmrlv of all rf-semionrn {resp.. &semiclosed. 6r.-open) sets of

.f is denoteLl b5.65OiX) (resp.. S.9CLIJ. SOW)

Definition I : A,vubset H o.f a space x is said to be a regular Gu-set i.f'H is an
.'-,ierse:ctir-tn <i.[ a seqttence ttf closed sets whose interiars contain H, i-e., if
,= t;.il {*t(F',), n,here esch F' is tt clctsecl subset of X. The complemenl of a
-.,!tilar Grset i.y called o regulor F;set [9J.

6-open sets in a topological space ({ r) form a topology e, weaker than r
. ::h that the regular open sets of (X,r) fonn a base for e'

Proposition 2: Let (X,c) ancl (1: ry) be two topologicar spaces. Then (r)rx
: , (r^^ 

\)5121.

Pr",.position 3 : If Ue 6SO(n and V e SSO(Y), then (IxVe6SO(Xxy)

-rrt-lnition 4 : A.funcrionf : X-+Y is called strongly continuous t6l {.f (Ct(A))c
' :;t -l.tr oll AcX.

.-:nition 5 : AJilnction f : x-+Y is said to be perfectly continuous fllJ if
ciopen in Xfor every open set V ofY.

ition 6 : Afunctionf : X-+Y is said to be clopen map [13] if for each

.i t'qch open set V o.f Y containingf(x), there exists a clopen set U of X
x ,sttch that f(U)cV

?.1
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Definition 7 : A function f : X-+Y is said to be Z-supercontinuous [4J if for
each xeX and each open set V of Y containingf(x), there exists d cozero set

U of X containing x such that f(U)cV

Definition 8 z A function f : X-+Y is said to be D&supereontiuous [5] if for
each xeX and each open set V of Y containing f(x), there exists a regular

F -set U of X containing x such thatf(U)cV

Definitiori 9 : A function f : X-+Y is said to be strongly &continuous [BJ if for
each xe X and each open set V ofY containingf(x), there exists an open set (I
of X containing x such that f(Cl(U)) c V

Definition l0 z Afunctionf : X-+Y is said to be supercontinuous [10J if for
eaeh xe X and each open set V of Y containingf(x), there exists an open set (J

of X coriltaining x such that f(Int(Ct(U))) c V

Definition ll : Afunctionf : X-+Y is said to be completely continuous tll if
"f'U) is regular open in Xfor every open set V of Y

3. 6-SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS :

Delinition 12 A function f : X-+Y is said to be \-semicontinuous at a point
x e X iffor each open set V in Y containins -fft) , there exists a \-semiopen set (J

in X containing x such that f(U)cV and f is said to be &semicontinuous if it
has this property at each point of X.

Theorem 13 : Let (X,l and (\o) be topological spaces. The foltowing

(l) fis 6- semicontinuous;

(2) for every open set Vc.Y -f,(V) is &semiopen;

(3) for every clsoed set Vc.Y, -f,0 is 6-semiclosed.

Proof. (1)=(Z) : LetVbe a open subset of Y and letxefl(I). Sincel(r)e Z, by
(l), there exists a 8-semiopen set t/, in X containing x such that (I*c.fl(V). We
obtain that f-'(v)= *9", ,, .Thus,fl(V)is &semiopen.

)Z

ffi
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(Z)+(i) : Let Vbe a open subset in I containingflx). By (2), f (V) is 6-

semiopel,, Tak e U--f' (n . Then fl Lf cV. Hence, f is E-semicontinuous.

(2)=(3) :Let Vbea closed subset of I Then, I\Zis open. By (2),ft(1\l)
= W'(n is 6-semiopen. Thus,f'(I4 is 6-semiclosed.

(:)=(2) : It can be shown easily.

Remark 14 : The following diagram holds :

Strongly continuous

U

)f
JJ

perfeclll, continuous

u
clc;pen. map

U

Z -strpercontintLutts

U

D - .tttpercrsntinuotts => strctnglv €Lco.tttinttotls

Rerrrarks 15 None o.f'the implicatictn.s is reversihle. The foliowing example
. ,'.:s rhe lasl. iruplicctti{)n. The other exampl.es,can be seen in [3.1,5J.

tr,rrnple t6Ler..Y.,, {a,b,c,d} and r- {X,A{a}, {"}, {a b},{a,c}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d}}
- . i;i!:a lhe iclentitlt ftrnction f : X->X, then f is i-semicontinuous but it is nol

. -..-t)t7titlLLOLtS.

- r c -rre rr l7 Let J : X*+Y be afunction and let g.X-+XxY be the graph-function
' -,.:i;tcclby g(x) : (x,f(x))Jbr everyxeX. If gis 5-semicontinuous, thenfis

- . iiti continucttts.

Proof. Let Vbe an open subset in l'. ThenXx Zis an open subset inXxY. Since gr

,.. i-senricontinuous. then-f1(l) = 91(Xx1) e 5 SO(X). Thus./is d-semicontinuous.

Definition 18 A .function f : X-+Y is called }-semiirresolute i-f for every 6-

.;riropen subset G ,,"ty, "f'(G) is 6-semictlten in Y.

comp I et cly continuott.s

u
supercontitlttolts'--) 6 -sernicontirutott.s'

ll
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Theorem 19 Let f : X->Y and g : Y-+Z be functions.

(1) If f is &semiirresolute and g is 6-semicontinuous, then g o f : X-+Z
is 5-semiconlinuous.

(2) If f is &semicontinuolts and gis supercontinuous, then gof : X-+Z

is 5-semicontinuous.

(3) If f is 6 -semicontinuous and g is clopen map, then g o-f : X-+Z is

6-s emiconti nuous.

(4) If -f is 6-semicontinuous and gis completely continuous, then gof
: X-+Z is &semicontinuous.

(5) If f is 6-semicontinuous and gis perfectly continuous, then go.f :

X-+Z is &semicontinuous.

Proof. (1) Let Vby any open setinZ. Since gris 8-semicontinuous, gri(trf is 5-

semiopen. Since/is 8-semiirresolute, f'(q'(l)) = (g o n'(n is 6-semiopen.

Therefore, g of is 6-semicontinuous.

The other proofs can be obtained similarly.

Definition 20 Afunctionf : X-+Y is called &semiopen iffor every &semiopen

subset A of X, f(A) is \-semiopen in Y.

Theorem 2l Letf :X->Y and g: Y-+Z befunctions. If f is &semiopen and

surjective and g of :X-+Z and is &semicontinuous, then gis 6-semicontinuous.

Proof. LetVbeany open setinZ.Since go/is 8-semicontinuous, (soJ)t(y) =

-f'(g'(Ia) is 6-semiopen. Since/is 6-semiopen,thenJ(fl(q'(la)): yt(Z) is 5-

semiopeh. Hence, g is 6-semicontinuous.

Combining the previous two theorem, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 22 Let f : X->Y be surjective, &semiirresolute and dsemiopen and

g: Y-+Z be a function. Then s o.f : X-+Z is E-semicontinuous if and only if g
is 6-semicontinuous.

Definition 23 A fitter base lv is said to be &semiconvergent to a point x in X if
for any U e6SO(X) containingx, there exists a Belvsuch that BcU.
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Definition 24 A filter base l\ is sqicl ta be convergen{ to a point x in x iffor any
open subset u i, x containing x, there exists a Bet\ such that Bcu.

Theorem 25 If .a function f : x->y is 6-semicontinuours, then for each point
xeX and each filter base l\ in x which is \-seruicctnvergent to x, the filter base
f (1r) is convergent to f(x).

Proof. Ler xex and A be any filter base in X which is 6-semiconvergent to x.
since lis 6-semicontinuous, then for any open subset v in y containingfx),
there exists a {t e 6so(x) containing r such that f(Lt)cz. since A is 6-
semiconvergent to r, there exists a Be A such that Bcu. This means thatflB)cv
and theretbre the filter basel(A) is convergent tofix).
Lemma 26 Let S be an open subset of a space (X,t)

(1) IJ'u is regular open set inx, then so ls [/n,s in the subspace (s,u)
(2) If B (cs) is regular openin (s,u), then there is a regurar open set fr

in (X,l such that B - UnS [7J.
Remark 27 The intersection of even two \-semiopen sets may not be 6-semiopen
ser fi2J.
Theorem 28 A set s in x is \-semiapen if and onry f ,snGe 6,so (x) for every
6-open set G of X.

Lemma 29 Let A andxobe subsets of a space (x,l lfAe6so(x) andxoe6o(x),
then AaXoe6SO(Xr.

Theorem 30 If f : x->Y is d-semicontinuous and Ae6o(5, then the restriction
"f l, : A-+Y is 6-semicontinuous.

Proof. LetVbe a open subset of L We have (/lo)r(V):-fr(v)nA. Sinceft(.t) is
8-semiopen and -4 is 6-open, it follows from the previous lemma that (f lo)a(I) is
E-semiopen in the relative topology of,4. Thus,/lo is 6-semicontinuous.

Lemma 31 LetA c-xocx. Ifxoe6o(x) andAe6so(x), then Ae6so(x).
Theorem 32 Let f : x-+Y be a function and {(/,: a eI} be a cover of x such
rhot u*e6o(8"for each u eI If f lv"is B-semicontinuousfor each u eI, then
'is o \-semicontinuous function.

35
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Proof. Suppose thf V is any open set of L Since / lr, is 6-semicontinuous for

each d eI, it follows that (f lu-)-'(D e 65O(L/,). We have

f -V)=U U-V)^ u,)= U U 1,,)'(r). Then, as a direct consequence of the

previou('iemma we obtai?i that f 1(I) e 6SO(-IJ which mcans that./ is
6-semicontinuous.

Theorem 33 Let f : X-+Y be a function and xex. If there exi.vt,v ue6o(x) ,tuch

that xeU and the restriction of f to (I is a \-semicontinuous fimc'lion al x, lhen

f is 6-semicontinuous at x.

Proof. Suppose that G is an open subset in Y containing./(x). Sincc I1,, is 6:-

semicontinuous at x, there exists VeASO(U) containing x suclr that .l (I') :

ff;)(n c G. Since UeSO(X) containing x, it follows front Letntla 3l that

VI6SO(X) containing r. This sho',,s clearly thatf is 8-semicontittrtoLts at x

4. d.SEMICONNECTED SPACES AND d-SBNTTCOMPAC.I SPACES:

In this section, the relationships between 6-semicontinuotts firnctions and

connectedness and between 6-semicontinuous functions and coltrpactneis are

investigated.

Definition 34 A space X is called 6-semiconnected provicte rl rhrt/ .Y is ttttl the

union of two disjoint nonempty \-semiopen sets.

Theorem 35 If f : X-+Y is \-semicontinuous suriectit'e /irtrt'tirtrt oncl ,Y is

i-semiconnected space, then Y is cotcnected space.

Proof. Suppose thatY is not connected space. Thenthere exists ttottcttrptv dlsioint

open sets Uand Zsuch thatY=U w Z. Therefore , (J arrd Zare opctt scts in Y. Sincc /'

is 6-senricontinuous, thenfl( A andf'(I4 are 8-semiclosed and 6-su)rr',rPcrr irr X.

Moreover, fl(U) andfl(ft) are nonempty disjoint and X - I :i'{/) t I f r(l')

This shows thatXis not 8-semiconnected. This is a contradiction. Br cottLt'adictiott.

Y is connected.

Definition 36 A space X is said to be \-semi-compact if every 6-se mirtpan covc t' o.f

X has a finite subcover.

A subset A of a space X is said to be &semi-compact relative to X if'every

cover of A by &semiopen sets of Xhas afinite subcover.
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A subset A of a space x is said to be &semi-compact if the subspace A is 6-
semi-compact.

Theorem 37 lf afunction f : x-+Y is &semicontinuous and K is &semri-compact
relative to X, thenf(K) is compact inY
Proof. Let {H ": 

a e I} be any cover offK) by open sets of the subspacefr!. For
ach a e{ there exists a open setK of Y swhthat H o: K _af(K).For eachxeK,
tere exists a, e 1 such thatflx)eK**and there exists u e 6so(x) containing r such
tdflu) - K *. since the family {u. : x e K} is a cover of K by 8-semiopur sets of
f,tkreexists afinite subsetKoofKsuchthatKc {u*:x eKo}. Therefore, we obtain
ilr)c U {f @,),r e Ko} which is a subset of g {r". ,,.r,}. Thus
irlr ): U @ .. , * = ro ) and henceffe is compact.

Hrry 38 If f : x-+Y is &semicontinuous surjection and x is \-semicompact,
) , l" tln att

39 A space X said to be

- :',itctbl), &semi-compact if every &semiopen countably cover af X has

- :'-, "ini-Lindelofif every &semiopen cover ofxhas a countable subcover.

rheorem 4o Let f : x-+Y be a &semicontinuous sujection. Then the following
statements hold :

(1) tf X is &semi-Lindelof, then Y is Lindelof.

(2) if X is countably &semi-conpact, then Y is countably compact.

Proof. We prove (1). the proof of (2) being entirely analogous.

Let {V*: a eI} be a,y open cover of L Since/is 6-semicontinuous, then

tf'V), a ell' is a 6-semiopen cover of X. Since Xis 6-semi-Lindelof, there
exists a countable subset Io of I such that x=11{f^(v"):aero}. Thus, we have
t-=l){\:ael,} and Iis Lindelof.

5. SEPARAZTION AXIOMS AND d.-GRAPHS

In tliis section, lve investigate the relationships betrveen 6-semicontinuous
fimctions and graphs and betr,veen 6-sernicontinuous functions and separation
axioms.

3t
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Definition 47 A space X is soid to be 6-semi-7, if for each pair oi' distittc{

points x and y a.f X, there exist \-seruiopen sets U and V containing x unri v

respectively such tlwt yeU and xe.V

R.emark 42 T'he following example shows that the concepts of &semi-T, and" 7',

*re independent.

Exampie 43 Let X: {x,y,z} with the topology r - {X,A,{x},{-y},{*,y}}. Then

(X,l is &semi-f , but not Tr.

Example 44 Let B. be the real numbers with the finite complements topology t.

Then (R1) is T,but not 6-semi-Tr.

Theorem 45 ff f : X->Y is i-semicontinuous iniection and Y is T, then X is

6-semi-Tr.

Froof. Suppose that Iis 7r. For any distinct points x artdy in{ there exist c,pen

sr,rbsets V. W in I such that flx)e V, fll)*V, f(x)eW ar-.d fu).W. Since / is

d-semicontinuous: f1(y) and f1(LI/) are E-semiopen subset of X such that xe-f1

(t), y*.f'(T4, x4f1(W\ andyefl(W). This shows thatXis 6-semi-{.

Definition 46 A space X is said to be 6-semi-Trif for each pair of distirtct

points x and 1t in X, there exist disjoint i-semiopen sets U and V in X such that

xeU and yeV

Theorem 47 If f : X-+Y is a i-semicontinuous iniection and Y is T, then X is

6-semi-Tr.

Proof. For any pair of distinct points and y in { there exist disjoint open sets [/
and Vin I such thatflr)e U and fu)ev .Since/'is 6-semicontinuous,fl((/) and

-f'(I) is 8-semiopen in X containing x and y respectively We havefl(Q r-,-f'(D
= 0. This shorvs thatXis 6-semi-Ir.

Tlreorem 48 If f : X-+Y is supercontirutous function and g : X-->Y is 6-

semicontinuous function ancl Y is Hausdorff, then E: {xeX :flx) : g(x)} is 6-

semicltsseei in X.

Proof. If -re-\^'J, then it foliorvs thatflr) * gtx).Since Iis Hausdorff, there exist

open sets V and W in I containingfir) and g(r), respectively, such that VaW = A.

Since/ is supercontinuous, and g is 8-semicontinuous, thenfr(tr) is 6-open and
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gt(W is 6-senriopen in -.f u,ith rear{.1) and {€g'tW).Siit 0 = -f'(.D n g'(Ly)
Then" by Theorern 28. i-i is t-semiopen. Thcrefore, .i@) n g{O): ff and it follows

that xE8-sc/(fl. Thrs shows that E is 6-semiclosed in X-

Theorem 49 : If "f '. X->Y is &sernicrtritittuotts function and Y is Hausdorff,

then E -- {(x,y)exxX : J(x) :./Ly)}rs &semiclosed in X x X.

Proof. Let (x,y)e (fxX)rE. It follows thatJ{x) +.flil. Since Iis Hausdorff, there

exist cpen sets Zand W containingflx) andfu), respectively, such tha:L V^tf/: fr.

Since.l'is 6-semicontinlious, there exist 6-semiopen sets [/and G inXcontaining
r and y, respectively', sucir thatf QcV mdJ(G)cW. Hence, (UxG)nE = A .We
lrave UxG is 5-semiopen in XxX co;rtaining (r.y). This means that E is
6-semiclosed in XrX.

Definitir.rn 5{ A space is cslleol &semi-regular i/'for each &semiclo,sed set F
and each point xell thcre exist disjaini open sets U and V such thct FcU and

xeV

Definition 5l A space is said to be 6-semi-normal ifftir every pair of disjoint

i-semiclosed sub,;ets F-, and F-" of X, there exist disjoint open sets U and V such

that F,cU cnd F.c-V

Theorem 52 If f is &semicontinuous injective open fttnction from a &semi-

regular space X onto a spqce Y then Y is regular.

Proof. Let F be closed set in l'and be y 4 F. Take y = "f(x). Since /is
8-semicontinuous,.f'(F) is a 8-semiclosed set. Take G =.f'(n. We have xeG.

Since X is 5-semi-regular. there exist disjoint open sets U and Z such thx GcU
and r e Z. We obtain that F = f(G) c flO and y : flx) efltrf such that flQ and flI)
are disjoint open sets. This shorvs that Iis regular.

Theorem 53 IJ f ts 6-semicontintLotLs injective open Jimction from a 6-semi-

normal spctce X onto ct spctce Y, thert Y is t'tormal..

Proof. Let I.-, and l: be disjoint closed subsets of Y Since./is 8-semicontinuous,

f'(Fr) andll(1i) arc 6-semicloscri sets. Take il:l'(li,) and V=.fl(I:r) We have

Ur,T,':0. Since X is 5-semi-normal, there exist disjoint open sets A and B such

hiB-.*
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that UcA and VcB. W'e obtain that Fr=flAcflA) and Fr=l(l)c/(B) such that

flA) andflB) are disjoint open sets. Thus, Iis normal.

Recall that for a function / '. X-+Y, the subset {(r, JVD : xetr} cXxY is

called the graph of/and is denoted by GA

Definition 54 A graph G(fl of a functian f : X-+Y is said to be 6.-graph if for
each (x,y)eQf xn\G(fl, there exist o Ue 6SO(X) containing x and an open subset

V in Y containing y such that (UxInt(Cl(tr)))r:GA : fr.

Lemma 55 A graph G(fl of a function f : X-+Y is 6"-graph if and only if for
each (x,y)e(XxY)\G(fl, there exist a Ue 6SO(X) containing x and an open subset

V in Y containing y such that flfl)a Int(Cl(\): A.

Theorem 56 I-f f : X-+Y is &semicontinuous and Y is T, then G(fl is 6,-graph

Proof. Let (xy)e(XxY)\G(/), thenflx) * 1t andthere exists disjoint open subsets

U and V of Y such thatfix)e U and ye tr/. Since/is 8-semicontinuous, then there

exists a 6-semiopen set G containing r such thatflG)cU. Therefore, r,ve obtain

that flG)a Int(Cl(T)):0 and G(fl is a 6"-graph.

Theorem 57 Let f : X->Y has a 6,-graph G(fl. Iff is iniective, then X is &semi-T'

Proof. Let x and y be any two distinct points of X. Then, we have

@fu))e(Xxl)\G(fl. By definition of 6"-graph, there exist a 6-semiopen set [/of
X and an open set V of I such that (x Jb)D e U x V and flU) a Int(C I (l)) : g ; hence

Ur-f1(Int(Cl(nD:0. Therefore, we haveyEU. This implies thatXis 6-semi-{.

Theorem 58 Let f :X-+Y has a 6.-graph G(J). If f is surjective $-semiopen

function, then Y is 6-semi-Tr.

Proof. Lety, and lrbe any distinct points of Y. Since f is surjectivelU):/, for

some reX and (x,yr)e(Xxn\Gffi By the definition of 6"-graph G(/), there exist

a i-semiopen set U of X and an open set V of I such that (x,yr)xeXeUxV and

(UxInt(Cl(t)))r-,GA: 0. Then, we have "f(Ar-, Int(Cl(V)): 0. Since / is

6-semiopen, thenflQ is 8-semiopen such thatflx) : lre flU.This implies that

Iis d-semi-Ir.

tu
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